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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. This was 2nd visit to this
dealership in the past year,and although no vehicle was purchased, owner let me drive potential
one home n keep a few hours. No pressure n offered to fix any mechanical issues. Also,more
than once willing to meet there after hours if needed. Spoke with Pete and he was
knowledgeable about the vehicles and honest with the current condition. I didn't purchase the
vehicle but I would definitely deal with them again if they had another vehicle I was interested
in. Very pleasant experience. Friendly personnel. New the history of the car I bought. All around
great bunch of guys. I 'heard' back in what appears to be a form letter type of thing stating that a
salesman would be in touch with me soon. Have not heard anything since. We're still
negotiating honestly with each other. They've been very good at sending pics and discussing
condition and pricing. They seem genuinely interested in selling their vehicle to you in an
upfront manner;don't be afraid to contact them My first call was returned off the web page
inquiry almost immediately The salesman was unable to answer any questions about the
vehicle. He was unprepared trying to show me vehicles I had no intrest in. Half of the vehicles
he showed me were still dirty inside and out. Very poor presentation. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
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Why Use CarGurus? The engine was built in two displacements: cubic inches 6. In Ford signed
an agreement with International Harvester to produce diesel engines for their light truck line.
This led directly to the production of the 6. Before it could be sold to Ford however, Tenneco
Inc. Introduced for the model year, the 6. Although GM pickups already had offered a diesel
engine in the C10 starting in 5. The 6. For , a larger 7. This engine features numerous
improvements over the 6. The front cover was revised to reduce seepage. The first 7. For , it
became the sole available IDI engine and was now offered in Ford trucks. For , Ford made
available a turbocharged variant of the 7. The system was tuned to minimize performance loss
at high elevation, rather than to improve peak performance. A primary limiting factor to the
performance potential of the engine is a highly restrictive stock down-pipe. It is commonly
believed, [ by whom? Factory turbo vehicles received numerous additional improvements.
Pistons had an enlarged primary compression ring, added intermediate ring, an enlarged ring
land and wrist pin, as well as an anodized piston face. Other improvements included tweaks to
the injection pump , and an upgraded oil-coolant heat exchanger. These engines use an
injection pump that is entirely mechanical, as was the standard for diesels of the day. The fuel
system also utilizes indirect injection which made it quieter than mechanically direct injected
engines. Both displacements use the Stanadyne DB-2 injection pump fed by a cam-driven lift
pump. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help
improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these
template messages. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve
this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the
claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should
be removed. July Learn how and when to remove this template message. Motor vehicle engine.
Valve cover sticker from International-Navistar AT 7. International Harvester and Navistar
International -produced engines. International Truck product line. Navistar International.
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Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
December Articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases from December
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. International
Harvester â€” Navistar International â€” Optional Single Wastegated , AR. Ford Tough â€” I've
owned fords all my life The 84 was a nightmare on electrical ignition system and rear end under

rated for the torque it had. This 93 has been a dream in respects to cost, repairs and reliability. F
5. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Pros: Reliable, strong, most repairs
are do it yourself Great For The Woods â€” This truck is great if you want to spend most of your
time off-road in the woods or through pastures. Not the greatest choice for a daily driver unless
you like paying for lots of fuel. The truck is a bit dated but if you take at least basic care of it you
will never have to worry much about things breaking or wearing out faster than the parts are
suppose to. Pros: diesel engine, very reliable, off-road abilities, two fuel tanks. Cons: chugs
fuel, engine is loud for some people, low power build up. Tough Truck With A Capital "t" â€”
Back in , I was on the job again for a German automotive publication specializing in 4x4s and
took the opportunity to test drive a real pickup truck. By that, I mean a light truck designed not
for city dwellers trying to fake an air of rugged outdoorsmanship, but for real working people
who need a utility vehicle that can take anything and then ask for more. Everything about it
virtually oozed toughness and durability, from the massive bumpers to the no-nonsense
interior, the tall, broad-shouldered stance of the F, and even the deep-throated sound of the
un-turbocharged diesel engine. My, this truck was big. Can you imagine some big-city lawyer or
stockbroker driving around in a truck like this? I sure can't. It wasn't just the sheer size of the F
that would have alienated your typical macho wannabe, but its lack of amenities such buyers
take for granted, like power windows, vanity mirrors, hi-fi stereo and an automatic transmission,
of course. Other than power steering - a necessity in a vehicle like this - there was no
concession to comfort in the Ford. Having said that, getting inside and sitting behind the
steering wheel was no chore at all. Any 6'4" guy like myself would have found the F quite
accommodating. The seats provided ample support, the controls were intuitive and easy to
handle. The rear bench seat was cramped, of course, but since this was the Extended Cab
version or SuperCab in Ford's contemporary lingo , it wasn't meant to be more than an
emergency seat, anyway. Having been raised on a steady diet of US cars with gasoline engines
and automatic transmissions, I approached the diesel-powered, manually-shifted Ford with a
certain reserve. My skepticism proved to be unfounded, however. The massive 7. Not what one
would expect from a truck with a diesel. The V8 put out horsepower at 3, rpm and needed a
good, strong push on the gas pedal to get moving, but once the F was underway, a feeling of
limitless torque and power set in, as if one could pull tree stumps out of the ground. I didn' t try
that out, but entertaining the idea was plenty of fun. I was wrong about the 5-speed manual, too.
It worked like a charm. Shifting gears up or down was easy and precise, and depressing the
clutch pedal wasn't nearly as strenuous as I thought. Piece of cake. One could drive as slowly
as 30 mph in fourth gear and then just step on the gas pedal without downshifting and pick up
speed within seconds, much to the surprise of quite a few motorists on the German country
roads and highways I drove the big Ford on. Loved it. A road test in Germany is incomplete
without a stretch on the autobahn. Here, the F turned up the volume, namely wind noise
generated by the boxy shape and height of the Ford, easily drowning out engine noise from the
diesel V8. Top speed was 90 mph, not bad for a truck. On the autobahn, particularly, the F made
it absolutely clear that it was not designed to be driven fast. Its stiff truck suspension with leaf
springs front and rear made the Ford jittery whenever some kind of undulation was
encountered, aggravated by the fact that the pickup bed was empty. A few hundred pounds of
load would have smoothed the ride a bit, I'm sure. Anyway, the F made no bones about being a
truck, not an SUV. It was a completely unpretentious, honest and straightforward vehicle
designed and built for hard work. Being a suburbanite, I sure had no use for such an
automobile, but the Ford's competence and toughness genuinely impressed me. Built as tough
as nails and to outlast the mountains. I have kilometers on the clock and with the proper care, it
will go another or kilometers without a doubt! It's not the fastest truck on the road, but it's
instant torque allows you to surprise even the newest diesel trucks off the line. I have loaded
this truck up to a combined load truck, trailer and load and it pulled it without a problem with a
7. Overall, it is a super cheap truck to run. The indirect Injection 7. Try that with a Powerstroke
or a Cummins!!! I am getting between 22 and 26 MPG imperial with it. I do mostly city driving
with the odd highway runs. Overall, the truck looks as good as it is tough. It's one of the best
looking Ford trucks ever built! If you want a decent truck, that is cheap to run, and will outlast
any new truck on the road today, but an IDI ford!! Pros: Fuel milage, durability, simple design,
cheap parts. Was Clean â€” It is a good truck, it does pretty good up in the high country just not
up the narrow pass its a little wide but it has a lift so it helps with the clearance know it need's
bigger tires and better exhaust. Pros: Has The also has a 4inch lift kit on it. None â€”
performance ,chick magnet,apperance, fourwheel drive, a party wagon,love machine,have
hauler,power house, everybody loves it, and the only thing i dont like about it is that its an
automitac, and its 2 tone brown, and the dents. I like it better than the new F's, I just wish it had
a turbo. Pros: Big, powerful torque, not h. Cons: It is a very thirsty 7. I might have to take out a

loan just for fuel this year. Dads Truck â€” 7. Cons: tired 7. Performance aspect of this truck is
great all around, the 5. Read More. Love the look and the fact it has backseats although a little
small. Short bed is short but plenty of room for me. Good towing power and a blast to drive.
Positracktion is a plus both tires spin instead of just one. Not the greatest on gas but not the
worst on gas. Like it if it has the 5. I have towed lots of thing with my f ford and never had any
troubles out of it, the 7. Great truck, well taken care of just found something smaller Read More.
Top of the line work truck from the 90s. Simple truck that's easy to drive with good visibility.
Got a ton of character and simp Overall, I really like this truck. I LOVE the smell of diesel! Works
great for what I bought it for to pull a travel trailer , and I do the maintenence myself, which
helps on the cost. Could have use Well, its been good so far, had a few issues with it but the
cost to repair was pretty affordable so far. Have you driven a Ford F? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. Displaying all Ford F reviews reviews. Wontstart writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Is this
helpful? Yes No. Cory writes:. Mercjerry writes:. Back Seats:. Pros: Cargo space, ruggedness,
utility. Cons: Too big for the city. Chris writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Fuel
milage, durability, simple design, cheap parts. Ryan writes:. Cons: Sucks gas like know other.
Spencer writes:. None â€” performance ,chick magnet,apperance, fourwheel drive, a party
wagon,love machine,have hauler,power house, everybody loves it, and the only thing i dont like
about it is that its an automitac, and its 2 tone brown, and the dents Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: Its my dream trck. Cons: nothing. Jon writes:. Pros: good truck. Cons: way
underpowered. David writes:. Josh writes:. Dean writes:. Pros: tows awsome. Cons: ford rust.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 4 Ford F reviews. Read all Ford F reviews. Read all 19 Ford
F reviews. Read all 12 Ford F reviews. Read all 13 Ford F reviews. Cars compared to Ford F
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford F to Related Models.
Select Year Pros: diesel engine, very reliable, off-road abilities, two fuel tanks Cons: chugs fuel,
engine is loud for some people, low power build up 13 of 15 people found this review helpful.
Pros: Cargo space, ruggedness, utility Cons: Too big for the city 18 of 21 people found this
review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Has The also has a 4inch lift kit on it
Cons: Sucks gas like know other 2 of 5 people found this review helpful. Pros: good truck Cons:
way underpowered 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. Pros: tows awsome Cons: ford rust 3
of 3 people found this review helpful. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. This was 2nd visit to this dealership in the past year,and although no vehicle was
purchased, owner let me drive potential one home n keep a few hours. No pressure n offered to
fix any mechanical issues. Also,more than once willing to meet there after hours if needed.
Spoke with Pete and he was knowledgeable about the vehicles and honest with the current
condition. I didn't purchase the vehicle but I would definitely deal with them again if they had
another vehicle I was interested in. Very pleasant experience. Friendly personnel. New the
history of the car I bought. All around great bunch of guys. I 'heard' back in what appears to be
a form letter type of thing stating that a salesman would be in touch with me soon. Have not
heard anything since. We're still negotiating honestly with each other. They've been very good
at sending pics and discussing condition and pricing. They seem genuinely interested in selling
their vehicle to you in an upfront manner;don't be afraid to contact them My first call was
returned off the web page inquiry almost immediately The salesman was unable to answer any
questions about the vehicle. He was unprepared trying to show me vehicles I had no intrest in.
Half of the vehicles he showed me were still dirty inside and out. Very poor presentation. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
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Why Use CarGurus? Ford made plenty of diesel motors before the latest Power Stroke diesel
engine. In fact, the automaker started putting oil burners in passenger trucks way back in â€”
the same year Michael Jackson released his Thriller album. It all began in when Ford released
its first diesel engines designed for the general public. With a displacement of 6. The engine
was a joint venture between Ford and International which is now Navistar. The fuel system also
gave the engine its name â€” IDI stands for indirect injection. When building the new engine,
Ford kept the same stroke as the 6. The engine block was also strengthened and the cylinder

heads were completely redesigned. One thing was missing though â€” a turbocharger. The
engine made hp and lb-ft without forced induction. Finally, in , the 7. The internals of the engine
were upgraded to handle boost pressure created by the turbo. Output was only hp â€” up 5 hp
from the naturally aspirated 7. Ford introduced the first Power Stroke late , setting the
benchmark for light-duty diesel truck engines. As before, the new engine was a collaboration
between Ford and Navistar formerly International. It featured an electronically-controlled, direct
fuel injection system capable of making up to 21, psi. Engine output was a stout hp and lb-ft â€”
finally enough muscle to get the job done. In , Ford revamped the 7. The revised engine saw the
addition of an intercooler to create denser turbocharge air. It also got an electronic fuel pump, a
new turbo with higher boost pressure and higher injection pressure. This engine is touted by
many diesel aficionados as being the best ever. It pumped out hp and up to lf-ft, and was known
to last well over a quarter million miles. The dark times began in Faced with more stringent
emissions standards, Ford introduced its least reputable diesel engine to date â€” the 6. This
engine was so bad that Ford and Navistar eventually went to court over it. It featured a glut of
emissions equipment never before used, such as an exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve. A
brand-new variable geometry turbo was also installed, bumping power up to hp and lb-ft.
Unfortunately, a series of wallet-draining problems â€” such as blown head gaskets and faulty
EGR coolers â€” continuously haunted the 6. Plagued by reliability issues, the 6. In its place,
Ford introduced the 6. This new engine featured beefed up internal components as well as a
new fuel system. This design relies on engine oil pressure for fuel injector operation. By
contrast, the 6. Boost came from twin sequential turbochargers. Power output from the 6.
Although it was a step up from the shoddy 6. After building two bad engines in a row, Ford and
Navistar decided to part ways. The 6. Ford decided to go solo without Navistar, introducing the
6. The all-Ford engine was a fresh design, with a DualBoost variable geometry turbo. A
water-to-air intercooler provides that turbo cool, dense air. As with the previous engine design,
the 6. Output is a stump-pulling hp and lb-ft. So far, the 6. For better or for worse, Ford makes
the best selling trucks in America. Up until now, the automaker has only offered diesel engines
in heavy-duty trucks, like the F and F I have been wrecking cars for as long as I've been driving
them, but I keep coming back for more. Two wheels or four, I'm all in. I founded GearHeads. I
look forward to watching AutoWise grow as part of the AllGear group. Skip to content. Best of
Volkswagen. Dream Cars Part 2. Worldwide Shipping! Ford introduced the first 6. The naturally
aspirated, indirect injection IDI engine featured a Stanadyne DB2 injection pump, and put out a
very respectable horsepower for the day. The 6. The original 7. It was followed shortly after by a
turbocharged version, but otherwise remained basically the same throughout We have been
working with these engines since their introduction and can help you with everything from glow
plugs to a complete re-manufactured engine. If you're looking for a replacement injection pump
or injectors, then you have come to the right place. There are very few performance
modifications available for the 6. But if you're a dedicated 6. As always, if you don't see what
you came here looking for, then please give us a call so that we can help you find it. Injection
Pumps - Ford 6. Stanadyne Mechanical DB2 injection pumps for - Ford 6. Injectors - Ford 6.
Turbochargers - Ford 6. Fuel Injection Lines - Ford 6. Replacement high pressure fuel injection
lines for - Ford Navistar 6. These fuel lines connect between the injection pump to the injectors.
Each fuel Engine Components - Ford 6. Engine components and parts to keep your diesel
running strong. Our parts specialists are here to get you back and running, fast. Feed Pumps Ford 6. Fuel, Oil and Air Filters for - Ford 6. Transmissions - Ford 6. We carry remanufactured
heavy duty transmissions for - Ford 6. A great gauge display can not only be functional but the
perfect way to customize Radiator - Ford 7. Overheating issues? One of the most common
overlooked items when trying to combat high engine temperatures is that of the factory radiator.
The factory radiator can accumulate loads of road debris Banks Performance Packages - Ford 6.
Banks Performance Packages for - Ford 6. Fuel Tank Sending Units. Password Forgot
Password? Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Ford 7. Brand: Ford. This fits
your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous
page. Delphi Fuel Injector Installation Kit. Next page. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Motorcraft FL Oil Filter.
Motorcraft - FL Oil Filter. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United

States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Replaced the o-rings on my injectors on my 7. Fairly priced, Ford wanted an obscene
amount for the same thing That kinda felt like a hustle to me but that's a different story for a
different time. This is exactly what I need to finally stop my diseal leaking from my injectors on
my 7. Good motorcraft part at a good price and quick shipping. Can't beat it. One person found
this helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: 7.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. There are lots of information on the
internet and in service manuals about the IDI torque specs. When I rebuilt my engine in , I
thought of a more graphical way of representing the torque, bolt sizes, and bolt threads. This is
good information if you lost a bolt, mixed up some, were looking for a replacement, or wanted to
know some of the details about a part of the engine without scouring an esoteric service manual
or grainy picture on the web. Table of Contents: click to jump to the section below 1. Standard
Torque Chart 2. Thread Preparation 3. Miscellaneous Torques: Oil Pump Bolt Information: This
applies for general steel bolts and nuts, but many other metals and grades of steel require a
higher or lower torque spec. To determine the thread size, use this kind of tool. The Standard
Torque Chart is:. Do not use a short cut like a tap-and-die set. It could damage the block. Also,
for major fasteners like crank main bolts and head studs, use ARP fastener lube to ensure
precise torque measurement. The 6. The 7. Note, I have torqued my 7. Read the links for more
information. The following image explains all the oil-pan, oil-pump, crankshaft main, and rod
cap bolt dimensions and torques. For the most part, the image below works for 7. Various Driver
Side Torque Specs:. A, Bronco, Econoline, F, Superduty. No warranty. You are responsible for
your vehicle. For novelty use only. Not responsible for anything or anyone. Not responsible for
damage to your vehicle, you, or a
wiring diagram for generator transfer switch
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nyone or anything. Disclaimer: You are responsible for your vehicle. Any thing posted on this
or related websites is for educational use only. IDI Online is not responsible for anything or
anyone, and also not responsible for damage to your vehicle, you, or anyone or anything as a
result of your actions. Have professionals service your vehicle. By viewing this website, you
accept these terms. IDI Online is frequently updated. An image or text written in the past may
not be the most up-to-date content on the IDI Online website. Google Images, diesel forums,
pinged on other blogs, etc , it is best practice to come back to IDI Online to verify the
information has not been updated or revised. IDI Online is constantly updated with new
information. If there are questions about IDI Online terms and conditions, contact us. If you do
not agree to our conditions, leave If you like "IDI Online," please toss us a few bucks. Keep us
well fed, and we'll keep posting more IDI articles. Sponsored Ads.

